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ABSTRACT 
Object tracking has become a large field with a wide range of algorithms being used as a result. This thesis focuses on analyzing the performance in terms of successful tracking on moving objects using two popular tracking systems, Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Feature Tracker and Camshift, on a single-board computer with live camera feed. 
The tracking is implemented in C++ with OpenCV on a Raspberry Pi 2 and the Raspberry Pi Camera Module as camera feed. The feature detector is chosen to good features to track [1] for KLT and Camshift uses color histogram for features. 
To be able to follow an object a pan and tilt system is built to be able to follow the object using tilting and panning motion. Two different objects, a tennis ball and book cover, are used in experiments to run the tests for performance of the different tracking systems. 
The system created is able to track a moving object and keeping it in the center of the image. The Camshift tracker performed the better in terms of successful tracking between the two algorithms in the experiments made on the system.    
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SAMMANFATTNING 
Att använda datorseende för att följa objekt har blivit ett stort område vilket resulterat i att en mängd olika algoritmer finns till förfogande. Den här avhandlingen analyserar två stycken populära algoritmer för att följa object, Kanade-Lucas-Tomase Feature Tracker och Camshift. Algoritmernas prestanda bedöms i form av algoritmens nogrannhet i att följa rörliga objekt i strömmat kameraflöde implementerat på en enkortsdator. 
Objektsföljnings-algoritmerna är implementerade på en Raspberry Pi 2 i C++ med biblioteket OpenCV och kameraflödet strömmas från en Raspberry Pi Camera Module. Egenskapsdetektorn för KLT algoritmen väljs till “good features to track” [1] och för Camshift används färghistogram som egenskapsdetektor. 
För att kunna följa ett objekt konstrueras ett kamerafäste som kan panorera och luta. Två olika objekt, en tennisboll och ett bokomslag, används i experimenten för att testa algorimernas prestanda. 
Systemet som konstruerats kan följa ett rörligt objekt och bibehåller det i mitten av bilden. Camshift-algoritmen presterade bättre än KLT i form av lyckad följning av objekt i experimenten med det konstruerade systemet.   
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NOMENCLATURE 
The abbreviations used in the thesis are listed below. 

Abbreviations 
Camshift Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift 
CIELAB CIE (L*, a*, b*) color space 
CIELUV CIE (L*, u*, v*) color space 
HSV Hue, Saturation, Value 
KLT Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Feature Tracker 
OpenCV Open Source Computer Vision 
RGB Red, Green, Blue 
ROI Region of interest 
SBC Single Board Computer    
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Humans can easily both recognize and classify a wide range of objects without much effort. This has been shown hard to model in Computer Vision and therefore there is a lot of research being made on the subject. The applications are many, automated surveillance [2], self-driving cars [3] and eye tracking [4] are just a few of them and can explain the extensive use in research, in the home of hobbyists and in the industry. In Figure 1 a computer aided drowning surveillance called Poseidon can be seen. It uses cameras both above and under water to gather data and alert if someone seems to be in danger [2].  

 Figure 1. Poseidon Computer aided drowning surveillance alerting for person in danger [2] 
There is yet no perfect algorithm for all sorts of tracking and the ones being used are often badly affected by illumination changes, occlusions and shadows [5]. Therefore there are a wide range of algorithms that can be used, which can make it hard to choose what kind of algorithm to implement in a certain application. For hobbyists this might be a concern if they have no insight in the field, which might lead to bad algorithm choices and results that are not satisfying.   
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1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to give a helpful insight in the performance in terms of successful tracking on moving objects using two different tracking algorithms. The tracking will be done in real time on a SBC widely used by hobbyists. The results of this thesis will help to build a guideline for usage of object tracking on SBCs mainly for hobbyists. It may also be an inspiration for the capabilities of object tracking on different platforms and projects.    This report will focus on answering the following two questions:   What are the existing popular algorithms to track an object in real time camera feed?   How do KLT and Camshift compare in terms of successful tracking on moving objects in real time using a camera turret?  
1.3 Scope 
The main focus of the project is on the tracking algorithms implemented in C++ with OpenCV [6]. The feature detectors will only be talked over briefly. Therefore this thesis will not go deep into the feature detector choice and instead use one of the most common methods for each tracking method.  The thesis will mainly discuss the two implemented algorithms and will not discuss other solutions such as genetic algorithms and neural networks for Computer Vision. The mathematics behind the algorithms will not be proven or deeply researched instead the reader is referred to the original papers for each algorithm for this information.  As this project is made to help guide hobbyists the experiments will be constructed to show significant differences and not small differences, which need precise measurements. Therefore there might be some small differences between each time an experiment is run. However this will not affect results in large differences, which are the most interesting for hobbyists since they won’t be affected badly by small errors.  
1.4 Method 
To answer the first question mentioned in section 1.2 a survey will be made using a database for articles, books, abstracts and thesis. The database is used for searching for real time object tracking algorithms and the articles with most times cited in other work are chosen. The times cited will be used as a reference as how popular an algorithm is and the five most cited will be collected as data for the most popular algorithms.  
There will be totally three different experiments focusing on different aspects of the tracking, speed, partial occlusions and illumination. These will be conducted for each of the two objects being tracked, a tennis ball and a book cover, and can be seen in Figure 2. The trackers will be initialized with a ROI in each experiment as its starting point. The experimental setup is explained in depth in section 3.5. 
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 Figure 2. Objects used for tracking. Left "Arbetsmaterial till Tillämpad termodynamik" by Hans Havtun and right a tennis ball. 
The measurements of successful tracking is tracked by using localization error, as in [7]. The localization error is determined by the Euclidean distance between the “manually segmented ground truth” center point and the center point of the tracker. 
1.4.1 Camera Settings 
The camera resolution used is 320x200 pixels to make the tracking faster and thus being able to track in real time in higher fps. The other settings such as exposure and white balance are left to default, which is auto.    
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  2   THEORY 
 This chapter will introduce the underlying theory behind object detectors and object trackers. There will be more in depth about the object detectors and object trackers used in this projects.  
2.1 Computer Vision 
When deciding what kind of algorithm to implement in a computer vision tracking project there are some things to consider [8].    What kind of object representation is appropriate for tracking?   What kind of image features should be used?   How should the motion, appearance and form of the object be modeled?   There are several complications to take in account in computer vision that can make the tracking, recognition and analysis difficult such as noise, complex object motion, occlusions, complex object shape, illumination and processing complexity, especially in SBCs [5].  Therefore it is justified to put some work into choosing the right algorithm to use in the specific application by answering these questions.  Since there are many applications and a lot of different algorithms in computer vision the approaches to solve a certain problem can be implemented differently [9, 10]. What is most important for a hobbyist is to know the strengths and weaknesses of these algorithms and how to utilize them.  
2.2 Object Detection 
To be able to have a functional tracking system it requires an object detection system to be able to detect the object that will be tracked. Depending on the type of object detection is being used the system uses a single frame or a sequence of frames to spot the object [5].  
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 Figure 3. Object representations. (a) Centroid, (b) multiple points, (c) rectangular patch, (d) elliptical 
patch, (e) part-based multiple patches, (f) object skeleton, (g) control points on object contour, (h) 

complete object contour, (i) object silhouette [8].  The object detection system uses a representation of an object for the recognition based on the shape and appearance of the object. The different kinds of object representation can be seen in Figure 3 and are  Points  Primitive geometric shapes  Contours  Articulated shape models  Skeletal models. The appearance representation are   Probability densities of object appearance  Templates  Active appearance models  Multiview appearance models [8].  Choosing the object representation is mostly connected with application and the tracking algorithm since they are strongly related [8]. For example, when tracking small objects in a scene a point representation might be appropriate, [11] track cars in an aerial view using point representation.  
2.2.1 Color-based Recognition 
As one of the most used features to track is color-based recognition. Unlike more original ideas such as snakes [12], which uses an active contour model requiring a lot of processing, aren’t as complex in terms of processing and therefore making color-based features faster to track [8, 13]. There are also some costs for the speed advantage as 
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color-based recognition is sensitive to changes in illumination. This might cause problems in tracking and recognition as the color being tracked or recognized changes appearance with the lightning. Using a combination with another feature for recognition might be a solution for occurring problems caused by changing illumination but increases the data being processed [8].  

 Figure 4. HSV color space [14] 
 The color-based recognition often use color histograms as a feature used for appearance representation, probability densities of object appearance in section 2.2. A histogram can either be one-dimensional or two-dimensional and contains the probability distribution of the colors in the ROI in the image [15]. The colors are in their turn represented in some color space such as RGB and HSV, as seen in Figure 4. The color space used for the feature tracking is usually varied as there are strengths and weaknesses for them all. For example meanwhile RGB is a perceptually non-uniform color space the uniform color spaces CIELUV, CIELAB and the approximatively uniform HSV are more sensitive for noise [8].   
2.2.2  Good features to track, J. Shi and C. Tomasi  
In [1] J. Shi and C. Tomasi proposed a way to choose features by how suitable they are to track. The features are therefore chosen to maximize the quality of tracking by being based how the tracker works and abandoning the bad features to track by looking at dissimilarities. The algorithm works by observing the quality of a feature for tracking by looking at the dissimilarities between the current frame and the first frame it was seen.   The feature detector looks at the ROIs Eigenvalue, in the same way as in section 2.3.2. The highest Eigenvalues are then chosen since these can be tracked reliably. These Eigenvalues represent points in the image and are usually corners or salt-pepper-like textures [1].   
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A combination of the more reliable translation and also affine transformation are used in the process of determine the dissimilarities in the frames [1]. More explained in the theory about KLT in section 2.3.2 since Good features to track and KLT is used together. 
2.3 Object Tracking 
The different approaches for object tracking differs by the kind of representation is appropriate for tracking an object, the image features being used and how the objects motion, appearance and shape should be modeled as mentioned in section 2.2. The representation of the object limits the transformation the object being tracked in the image can go through without not losing it. For example, if the representation model is a point only translational movement can be tracked. If the representation model is a geometric shape, such as a rectangle, an affine or projective transformation can be used. [8]  The tracker either use a detecting stage and tracking stage separately or use them jointly and not as separate stages. The detecting stage uses an object detection algorithm to identify the object and the tracking stage follow the object using either a different algorithm, separately, or detects the object all the time, jointly [8].  Google Scholar is a search database for articles, theses, books and abstracts [16]. Through the search database Google Scholar it’s possible to check how many times a publication have been cited. This provides the data for Table 1, which shows the top 5 most cited real time trackers on Google Scholar. The data can give an idea of how popular the algorithms are.  

Table 1. Data for times cited of the original publications of the 5 most cited real time trackers [15] 

Tracking Algorithm First paper Times cited 
Adaptive background 
mixture models Adaptive background mixture models for real-time tracking [17] 

6887 
Mean shift Real time tracking of non-rigid objects using Mean Shift [18] 3468 
KLT Detection and tracking of point features [19] 2486 
Non-parametric Background Subtraction 

Non-parametric model of Background Subtraction [20] 2295 

Camshift Computer Vision face tracking for use in perceptual user interface [21] 1918 
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2.3.1 Camshift – Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift 

 Figure 5. Camshift with histogram for the tracked object shown in lower right corner 
As the name Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift, Camshift, suggests the algorithm uses mean shift for probability distribution but also deals with the issue that these probability distribution changes over time by adapting to size and location changes. The tracking and recognition are used jointly meaning the recognition is done in each frame to track the object through continuous frames.  Mostly used is the color in the image to create this probability distribution using one-dimensional histograms with the hue channel in HSV color space. The probability distribution can be seen in Figure 6, white being high probability and black low. This is also called the back project.  

 Figure 6. Back project of book cover 
 The HSV color space allows Camshift to be less sensitive to illumination changes due to the hue channel in HSV not including the brightness changes. In too low lightning this 
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might make the hue channel noisy thought as slight changes in RGB will be hard to pick up, seen in Figure 5 when moving down the cone. Camshift deals with this by simply ignoring pixels that are too dark [21].  The steps of the algorithm is processed as below: 1. Choose initial search window and location. 2. Compute mean location in the window. 3. Center the search window at the point located in step 2. 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence or threshold is met and store the zeroth moment. 5. Use a function of the zeroth moment and set the search window size to it. 6. Repeat 4 and 5 until convergence or threshold is met.  The steps 1 to 4 are the mean shift algorithm, which doesn’t change the search window size. This is what the properties of Camshift comes in by using the zeroth moment to set the search window size.  
2.3.2 KLT - Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Feature Tracker 
The tracking algorithm KLT was first proposed by Kanade and Lucas in 1981 [22] and continued work on it was made by Kanade and Tomasi in 1991 [19]. An image sequences intensity can be thought of as a function of three variables I(x,y,t), were x and y are the space variables bounded to fit the video and t as discrete time. Patterns in frames close in time are often at a large extent related and therefore satisfy following property [19]:  
 , , + = − , − ,  (3.1)
 This property can become invalid for example because of occlusions and illumination, which makes the pixels not appear to be moving but instead vanishing and reappearing in the image. Nonetheless in surface markings not close to occluding contours this property is useful and valid.   Since tracking a single pixel between frames is close to impossible due to noise, brightness and confusing with nearby pixels the KLT algorithm uses windows of pixels instead. The content of the window is being changed over time but is considered the same window and continues being tracked as long as the appearance of the window hasn’t altered too much. The only parameters being estimated are the two of the displacement vector d = ( , ), which is a translation movement described by equation(3.1). The tracked window is now described as    ( ) ( ) ( ).J x I x d n x     (3.2) 
 The function n(x) describes the noise in the image. The residue error that is defined by the double integral  
 2[I(x d) J(x)]W wdx      (3.3) 
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 over the window W, is minimized by choosing the displacement vector d. In the double integral w is a weighting function and can be chosen to lay emphasis on certain parts of the window such as a Gaussian-like function to focus on the center of the window.  Minimizing the residue error can be done by several ways. One often used, if the inter-frame displacement is small enough, is a 2x2 linear system that can be used to solve for d. For proof the reader is referred to [18]. With this 2x2 matrix’s Eigenvalue,  1, 2, a threshold,  , can be chosen to decide whether to keep a window or discard it considering the following expression:  
 1 2min( , ) .    (3.4) 

 If the expression is true the window is kept for tracking [19].      
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3 DEMONSTRATOR 
3.1 Problem formulation 
The problem can be divided into four different parts: 1. Software: Implementing the software for recognition and tracking with the camera and a controller for the camera movement. 2. Electronics: Wiring and testing the electronics. 3. Hardware: Creating tilt and pan camera mount. 4. Experimental setup: Designing experiments to test the performance of the system with two different algorithms. 
3.2 Software 
All the software is written on the Debian based OS Raspbian in C++ to optimize the processing speed and implemented on the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B. The compiler used is gcc for C++11.  Two programs are created, one for KLT tracking and one for Camshift tracking. Both of the programs use a ROI initialization, which means the user chooses the area where the object is as a start reference. Flowchart for each program can be seen in Figure 7 and full software code can be seen in Appendix A.  

 Figure 7. Flowcharts. Left: KLT, Right: Camshift 
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3.2.1 Recognition and tracking 
The software being used in the demonstrator is based on the OpenCV library, which is an open source library for computer vision, and their example code. The library is well used in many large companies such as Intel, Yahoo, Google and Microsoft for several different applications [6].  To access the camera feed in C++ a library called RaspiCam [23] is used. The two algorithms both runs in a continuous loop but are implemented differently in their own program. Pseudo codes for each algorithm are shown in Figure 8.  

 Figure 8. Pseude code for KLT and Camshift 
3.2.2 Camera mount controller 
To control the servos a software PWM signal is used through the library ServoBlaster [24]. ServoBlaster is used through the bash terminal and a small library is written in C++ for easy use in the software written for the tracking of the object.  The camera mounts task is to make the camera follow the object by keeping it in the center of the screen. This is done by creating a vector by looking at the objects center and comparing it to the center of the screen. The PID controllers then moves the camera to make this vectors components zero since this means the object is in the center of the image. Pseudo code for the controller can be seen in Figure 9. 

 Figure 9. Pseudo code for PID controller 
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Since the objects origin being tracked is almost constantly moving the setPoint jitters and so do the controller. To solve this problem an error was allowed of 30 pixels off the center meaning the controller stops as soon as the screens origin is in range of 30 pixels from the tracked objects center.  To get the center of the object being tracked in Camshift the ellipse being shown as the objects location is used. For the KLT tracker arithmetic mean for the x values and y values are used as the center of the object. 
3.3 Electronics 

 Figure 10: Simplified block chart for the used electronics hardware 
The electronics hardware used is listed in the table below  Raspberry Pi 2 Model B [25]  Raspberry Pi Camera Module [26]  2 x Tower Pro SG90 servo [27]  Mini-usb cable (Power for Raspberry Pi)  Wiring cable.  These components are connected as shown in figure 10 above. The Camera supplies the Raspberry Pi 2 with camera feed, which is processed and the servos position are updated accordingly by output from the Raspberry Pi. 
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3.4 Hardware 

 Figure 11. First version of camera mounts 
The hardware used in the demonstrator is the laser cut camera mount and the bought electronics components. In this section all the components are specified.    
3.4.1 Camera Mount 
 The constructed part for the demonstrator is the camera mount, which is made to make the camera able to pan and tilt. Three different parts were constructed to be able to hold two servos and the camera module when assembled. Details can be seen in Figure 12 and the system mounted can be seen in Figure 11.  
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 Figure 12. The three parts for the camera mount. Upper left: Servo holder, two pieces.  Lower left: Camera module holder, one piece. Lower right: Mount for connecting camera module and servo mount. 
  
3.4.2 Raspberry Pi 2 Model B 
 The SBC used in the demonstrator is the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B created by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. The Raspberry Pi computer sales have exploded and reached a total of five million sold in February 2015 [28]. This makes Raspberry Pi 2 an interesting platform to use in this project since the high popularity, low cost and powerful enough to use in these kind of applications.  The electronic components, such as sensors and servos, can be utilized over the GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi. It also use a dedicated Camera serial interface for the raspberry camera module to access the camera. [25]   
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3.4.3 Raspberry Pi Camera Module 
 

 Figure 13. Raspberry Pi Camera Module 
The camera used for the tracking is the Raspberry Pi Camera Module and uses the previously talked about CIS to connect to the Raspberry Pi. It can handle up to 1080p in 30 fps, which is more than needed for the demonstrator, and uses fixed focus. The camera module has become popular in home security applications and wildlife camera traps and there are several third party libraries [26].    
3.4.4 Tower Pro SG90 Servo 
 

 Figure 14. Picture of Tower Pro SG90 [27] 
 The servos used for the project are two the Tower Pro SG90, which is a small micro servo yet has a high output power. The two servos are used for panning and for tilting. The SG90 makes it able to pan or tilt 180 degrees in 0.3 seconds [27].  The SG90 is powered through ~5V and is controlled by a PWM signal of 50Hz. To turn the servo from 0 to 180 degrees the pulse should be changed from ~1ms pulses to ~2ms 
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pulses. Angles between 0 and 180 are linearly distributed between 1ms and 2ms [27]. The servo can be seen in Figure 14.   
3.4.5 Multi Chassis-4WD kit 
 

 Figure 15. DG012-BV from Dagu Electronic [29] 
 The RC car used in the experiment is the kit DG012-BV from Dagu Electronic, as seen in Figure 15. The kit includes 4 x DC motors, 4 x wheels, complete frame and an AA battery holder, which powers the DC motors.  The RC car is used in the experimental setup and two different speeds are used by using different PWM signals to control the speed of the RC car.   
3.5 Experimental setup 

 Figure 16. Top view of experiment. 
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 The experimental setup for the speed experiment mentioned in section 1.4 provides data for the performance of the two algorithms in an evenly illuminated indoor environment, without occlusions and lightning changes. The background used is a white wall to not interfere with the tracking. The object being tracked is on the RC car, which is covered in white paper, and positioned as illustrated in Figure 16. The RC car is then moved in a straight line parallel to the camera while being tracked. This is done using two different speeds, one slower and one faster.  The partial occlusion experiment is used to test the performance of the two algorithms when occlusions occur. The object is moved in the same fashion as in the speed experiment with the slow speed. In between the robot and the camera an occlusion is placed and obscures the view of the object. The ball is fully occluded and the book partially occluded.  The changing illumination experiment is used to get data how well the algorithms perform in changing illumination. A spotlight is directed onto the object, which is then moved from the brightest spot outward into the darker part of the background. This will result in illumination changes that will interfere with the tracking and recognition of the object.  In all the experiments data is collected on the frames captured while tracking using the method mentioned in section 1.4. 
3.6 Results 
The resulting parameter which produced the best results for the trackers and controller can be seen in Table 2, 3 and 4.  

Table 2. Parameters for PID controller 
PID-parameters Value 
Kp 0.04 
Kd 0.015 
Ki 0  

Table 3. Parameters for KLT tracker 
KLT-parameters Value 
Max number of points 50 
Minimum distance between points 10 pixels 
Quality level 0.05  

Table 4. Parameters for Camshift tracker 
Camshift-parameters Value 
Min value (HSV) 10 
Max value (HSV) 256 
Min saturation (HSV) 30 
Bins (Histogram) 18  
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In figures shown in the following sections the blue dot is the trackers center point and the purple is the manually selected center point. 
3.6.1 Speed experiment 
 Both of the trackers performed in a similar fashion in both the fast and slow experiments with the book cover. The fast experiment with the book cover can be seen in Figure 17 and 18.  

 Figure 17. Fast experiment Camshift. A) First frame, B) 4th frame, C) 8th frame and D) 16th frame 

 Figure 18. Fast experiment KLT. A) First frame, B) 5th frame, C) 10th frame and D) 15th frame 
 In the fast experiment with the tennis ball the camera mount speed was clearly an issue. As seen in Figure 19 the controller couldn’t manage the speed in this case and the ball went out of the frame. The Camshift managed to keep up for a while but as soon as the ball disappeared it completely lost track of the ball. Meanwhile the KLT tracker didn’t keep up with the speed as well but managed to recover with the tracking points scattered, as seen in the last frame of Figure 19. 
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 Figure 19. Fast experiment timelapse. Upper row: Camshift and lower row: KLT 
3.6.2 Occlusion experiment 
As seen in Figure 20 the two tracking algorithms behaved differently during the occlusion experiment with the ball. The KLT algorithm lost track of the ball as soon as it disappeared behind the occlusion and never recovered. Unlike KLT the Camshift tracker managed to track the object even though it got fully occluded and continued the tracking without issues.  

 Figure 20. Occlusion experiment timelapse. Upper row: Camshift and lower row: KLT 
The performance were significantly improved in the occlusion experiment with the book cover. In Figure 21 the performance of the two algorithms can be seen by looking at the Euclidean distance between the center points. The Camshift tracker still outperformed KLT but with less margin since KLT improved significantly from the occlusion experiment with the ball. 
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 Figure 21. Euclidean distance between center points for occlusion experiment.  Left: Tennis ball and right: Book cover 
 
3.6.3 Illumination experiment 
 The results of the illumination experiment can be seen in Figure 22. By looking at both of the plots in Figure 22 there is a significant difference as the object moves as the KLT tracker loses track faster than the Camshift tracker. 

 Figure 22. Euclidean distance between centre points for illumination experiment. Left: Tennis ball and right: Book cover. 
As the object moves outside the bright spot to the darker part the KLT tracker stays with the gradient of the spotlight instead of the object, as can be seen in the Figure 23.  
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 Figure 23. Illumination experiment KLT with book. A) First frame, B) 10th frame,  C) 15th frame and D) 20th frame 
The Camshift tracker behaves in a more stable manner as the tracker didn’t get stuck at the bright spot. As seen in Figure 24 the tracker stays close to the center of the object and clearly a more wanted behavior since the object is still being tracked correctly, but not perfectly.  

 Figure 24. Illumination experiment Camshift with book. A) First frame, B) 7th frame,  C) 14th frame and D) 21th frame 
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 4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 Discussion 
In section 2.3 Table 1 contains a list of trackers and how many times they are cited. Since the trackers in the table are the most cited articles of real time trackers, showing the impact they have in research. Even though this is data how they are used in research it is reasonable to consider it reflecting the most popular ones and therefore answers the first question mentioned in section 1.2.    In the speed experiment there wasn’t any significant difference between the two algorithms. The book cover was able to be tracked all the way through unlike the tennis ball, which went out of frame. This probably happened since the book cover is a larger object and also made the RC car move slower because of the weight of the book. To keep in mind is the KLT trackers ability to recover, seen in Figure 19, even though the object is no longer in the frame. The recovery wasn’t reliable since the tracking points got scattered but with a reinitialization it could be able to continue to track the object.  In both the illumination and occlusion experiments the Camshift tracker performed significant better in terms of successful tracking. By the looks of this one may conclude that Camshift is a more reliable algorithm than KLT. Before one makes this conclusion there are some things to consider.   One of the weaknesses of Camshift isn’t tested in these experiments, which is if there are similar colors in the image. These can become a real problem when trying to track a specific object. Since in all of the experiments the environment is mostly white and black there are not any problems showing up in this way.   Since the KLT algorithm uses points for tracking there have to be several points on the object to get a reliable tracking. Even then the tracking usually looses track after a while since the tracker drops the points which gets occluded or shifts to much frame to frame. To solve this problem one can reinitialize the algorithm when the points are disappearing and make sure the object being tracked can contain several points.  There are also the parameters of the trackers to consider since these affects the tracking as well. For example, thresholding into a narrow span in Camshift gives little room for other colors to interfere with the histogram created for the object but in exchange there can’t be any big changes in illumination of the object.    The controller for the servo was sometimes a limiting factor by being too slow, see Figure 19. Creating a controller that was faster was possible but made the video unfocused and the movement was too quick for the tracker to register object movements properly. Therefore a slower controller was chosen to not disturb the trackers.   
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A static error of 30 pixels was allowed by the PID-controller to lower the risk of jittery movement. The error is approximately 9% of the screens width and 15% of the screens height and therefore makes it subtly noticeable. A smaller error would require a slower controller making a fast tracking hard with the equipment in the experimental setup.  When making this experiment some processing was required for saving frames from the tracking. This decreased the performance of the trackers slightly when compared to tracking without saving frames. This doesn’t affect the results though since both of the trackers had to process the frames in the same way but might be something to consider. 
4.2 Conclusions 
In terms of illumination changes and occlusions in an evenly colored environment such as in the experiments the Camshift tracker performed best of the two algorithms. One must consider the changes in a more dynamical environment but the popularity of Camshift is not questioned as the results shown in these experiments. 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Recommendations 
Making an efficient and fast camera mount should be first main concern. If the controller isn’t fast enough the object might get out of the screen, if it’s too fast the frames might become too blurry and can’t be used for tracking. This problem can be solved by using a more powerful platform and/or better camera equipment or settling with a reasonably quick camera mount.  A recommendation when using the KLT algorithm is to reinitialize new points in some way, preferably without user interaction, since the trackers drops points with time.  When using the Camshift algorithm it’s usually best to try out some parameters and look at the back projection if there is a lot of probability areas or just at the object. This improve the tracking a lot but requires time for testing parameters. 
5.2 Future work 
For future work there are three different paths to take.  
One is to continue gathering data for a guideline to hobbyists by benchmarking other kinds of algorithms, such as particle filter, Kalman filter or artificial neural networks. Eventually this could end up in a full survey over tracking algorithms performance on a SBC and can act as a guideline for hobbyists. 
Secondly the demonstrator could be used as is in an application. As the demonstrator can track object in space and the trackers are initialized in every run of the program it can be used for any object. The code can also be rewritten to always be initialized in the same way and not requiring a user interaction every run of the program. The choices here are therefore nearly endless since there are a lot of applications of tracking. For example, different kinds of Virtual reality projects, tracking or following drones/robots, and surveillance are just some of them. 
The third path is to try to combine the two algorithms into one tracker. This would be interesting since they can patch each other weaknesses. One could improve the KLT by using Camshift location and size to reinitialize some new points, and Camshift to use the KLT positions for updating the histogram with time. 
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APPENDIX A: SOFTWARE CODE 
KLT: 

 
#include "opencv2/video/tracking.hpp" #include "opencv2/imgproc/imgproc.hpp" #include "opencv2/highgui/highgui.hpp" #include "ServoControl.h"  #include <iostream> #include <ctype.h> #include <raspicam/raspicam_cv.h>  using namespace cv; using namespace std;  void PID(); void initialize();  int noFrames; bool saveFrames; char frameName[80];  int kltWidth, kltHeight; bool trackWithServos; int allowedError; int tilt, rot; ServoControl servo(1, 0);  bool selectObject; bool needToInit;  Mat maskRoi, roiImg, gray, prevGray, image; Point origin; Rect selection; float Kp, Kd, Ki; Point screenOrigin, setPoint, errorValue, pValue, dValue, iValue, deriv, interg, pidValue;  Point2f point;   static void onMouse( int event, int x, int y, int, void* ) {     if( selectObject )     {         selection.x = MIN(x, origin.x);         selection.y = MIN(y, origin.y);         selection.width = std::abs(x - origin.x);         selection.height = std::abs(y - origin.y);          //selection &= Rect(0, 0, gray.cols, gray.rows);     }      switch( event )     {     case EVENT_LBUTTONDOWN:         origin = Point(x,y);         selection = Rect(x,y,0,0);         selectObject = true;         break;     case EVENT_LBUTTONUP:  roiImg = Mat(gray,selection);  maskRoi = Mat(gray.size(), CV_8UC1, Scalar::all(0));   

     maskRoi(selection).setTo(Scalar::all(255));  selectObject = false;  needToInit = true;         break;     } }    int main( int argc, char** argv ) {  initialize();       raspicam::RaspiCam_Cv Camera;      Camera.set(CV_CAP_PROP_FORMAT, CV_8UC3);      Camera.set(3, kltWidth);      Camera.set(4, kltHeight);      VideoCapture cap(CV_CAP_ANY);      TermCriteria termcrit(CV_TERMCRIT_ITER|CV_TERMCRIT_EPS, 20, 0.03);      Size subPixWinSize(10,10), winSize(61,61);       const int MAX_COUNT = 50;       if( !Camera.open() ) {           cout << "Could not initialize capturing...\n";           return 0;      }       namedWindow( "KLT", CV_WINDOW_NORMAL );      setMouseCallback( "KLT", onMouse, 0 );       vector<Point2f> points[2];       for(;;) {          Mat frame;    Camera.grab();    Camera.retrieve(frame);           frame.copyTo(image);          cvtColor(image, gray, COLOR_RGB2GRAY);            if( needToInit ) {               //initialization on ROI               goodFeaturesToTrack(gray, points[1], MAX_COUNT, 0.05, 10, maskRoi, 3, 0, 0.04);               cornerSubPix(gray, points[1], subPixWinSize, Size(-1,-1), termcrit);               addRemovePt = false;    needToInit = false;          }          else if( !points[0].empty() ) {               vector<uchar> status;               vector<float> err;               if(prevGray.empty())                   gray.copyTo(prevGray); 
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              calcOpticalFlowPyrLK(prevGray, gray, points[0], points[1], status, err, winSize,10, termcrit, 0, 0.001);               size_t i, k;               for( i = k = 0; i < points[1].size(); i++ ) {                    points[1][k++] = points[1][i];                   circle( image, points[1][i], 3, Scalar(0,0,255), -1, 8);               }               points[1].resize(k);          }    float centerX = 0, centerY = 0;   for(int i = 0; i < points[1].size(); i++) {    centerX += points[1][i].x;    centerY += points[1][i].y;   }   setPoint.x = centerX/points[1].size();   setPoint.y = centerY/points[1].size();   if (setPoint.x != 0 && setPoint.y != 0) {    PID();    circle( image, setPoint, 3, Scalar(255,0,0), -1, 8);   }           if( selectObject && selection.width > 0 && selection.height > 0 ) {               Mat roi(image, selection);                bitwise_not(roi, roi);  //Inverting roi          }            needToInit = false;          imshow("KLT", image);   if(saveFrames){    sprintf(frameName, "frame_%i.jpg", noFrames);    imwrite(frameName, image);    noFrames++;   }           char c = (char)waitKey(10);          if( c == 27 )               break;           switch( c )          {   case 's':    saveFrames = true;    break;          case 'c':               points[0].clear();               points[1].clear();               break;          }           std::swap(points[1], points[0]);          cv::swap(prevGray, gray);        }  

     return 0; }  void initialize() {   kltWidth = 320;  kltHeight = 200;  trackWithServos = true;  needToInit = false;   addRemovePt = false;  servo.turnOn();  trackWithServos = true;    noFrames = 0;  saveFrames = false;   //PID VALUES  allowedError = 30;  float scaler = 0.1;  Kp = 0.4*scaler;  Kd = 0.15*scaler;  Ki = 0.0*scaler;  interg = Point(0, 0);  pidValue = Point(0, 0);  deriv = Point(0, 0);   screenOrigin = Point(kltWidth/2, kltHeight/2);   tilt = rot = 120;  servo.setTilt(tilt);  servo.setRotation(rot); }    //Controlls the values for the pid void PID() {  errorValue = setPoint - screenOrigin;  pValue = Kp * errorValue;  dValue = Kd * (errorValue - deriv);  deriv = errorValue;  interg += errorValue;  iValue = interg*Ki;  pidValue = pValue;    if (errorValue.x < allowedError && errorValue.x > -allowedError){   pidValue.x = 0;  }    if (errorValue.y < allowedError && errorValue.y > -allowedError){   pidValue.y = 0;  }   tilt += pidValue.y;  rot -= pidValue.x;  servo.setTilt(tilt);  servo.setRotation(rot); }    
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Camshift: 
#include <opencv2/core/utility.hpp> #include "opencv2/video/tracking.hpp" #include "opencv2/imgproc.hpp" #include "opencv2/videoio.hpp" #include "opencv2/highgui.hpp" #include "ServoControl.h"  #include <ctime> #include <iostream> #include <ctype.h> #include <raspicam/raspicam_cv.h>  using namespace cv; using namespace std;  int noFrames; bool saveFrames; char frameName[80];  void initialize(); void PID(); void onMouse(); static void onMouse(int event, int x, int y, int, void*);  Mat image, histimg, frame, hsv, hue, mask, hist, backproj; Rect trackWindow;  bool trackWithServos; bool backprojMode; bool selectObject; int camshiftWidth, camshiftHeight; int trackObject; bool showHist; Point origin; Rect selection; int vmin, vmax, smin, bins; Point screenOrigin, setPoint, errorValue, pValue, dValue, iValue, deriv, interg, pidValue; float Kp, Kd, Ki; int allowedError; int tilt, rot; ServoControl servo(1, 0);  //Selecting the region of interest static void onMouse( int event, int x, int y, int, void* ) {  if( selectObject ) {          selection.x = MIN(x, origin.x);          selection.y = MIN(y, origin.y);          selection.width = std::abs(x - origin.x);          selection.height = std::abs(y - origin.y);           selection &= Rect(0, 0, image.cols, image.rows);      }       switch( event ) {      case EVENT_LBUTTONDOWN:          origin = Point(x,y);          selection = Rect(x,y,0,0);          selectObject = true;          break;      case EVENT_LBUTTONUP:          selectObject = false;          if( selection.width > 0 && selection.height > 0 ) 

              trackObject = -1;          break;     } }   int main( int argc, const char** argv ) {  initialize();       raspicam::RaspiCam_Cv Camera;      Camera.set(CV_CAP_PROP_FORMAT, CV_8UC3);      Camera.set(3, camshiftWidth);      Camera.set(4, camshiftHeight);      //Size of bins, range of values in histogram      //int bins = 16;      float hranges[] = {0,180};      const float* phranges = hranges;       if( !Camera.open() ) {   cout << "Couldn't open camera!" << endl;          return -1;      }       namedWindow( "Histogram", 0 );      namedWindow( "CamShift", 0 );      setMouseCallback( "CamShift", onMouse, 0 );      createTrackbar( "Vmin", "CamShift", &vmin, 256, 0 );      createTrackbar( "Vmax", "CamShift", &vmax, 256, 0 );      createTrackbar( "Smin", "CamShift", &smin, 256, 0 );      createTrackbar( "Bins", "CamShift", &bins, 100, 0 );   histimg = Mat::zeros(200, 320, CV_8UC3);  bool paused = false;       for(;;) {        Camera.grab();       Camera.retrieve(frame);            frame.copyTo(image);               cvtColor(image, hsv, COLOR_BGR2HSV); //Changes from BGR to HSV color spacce              if( trackObject ) {                  int _vmin = vmin, _vmax = vmax;  //Sets the ranges    Scalar scalar1 = Scalar(0, smin, MIN(_vmin, _vmax)); //Defines the range    Scalar scalar2 = Scalar(180, 256, MAX(_vmin, _vmax));                  inRange(hsv, scalar1,  //Threshold the image to get colors                          scalar2, mask);  //between scalar1 and scalar2                  int ch[] = {0, 0};     hue.create(hsv.size(), hsv.depth());                  mixChannels(&hsv, 1, &hue, 1, ch, 1);                   if( trackObject < 0 ) { 
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                      Mat roi(hue, selection), maskroi(mask, selection);   //Sets the region interest matrices                       calcHist(&roi, 1, 0, maskroi, hist, 1, &bins, &phranges); //Calculates histogram on the ROI                       normalize(hist, hist, 0, 255, NORM_MINMAX);                        trackWindow = selection;                       trackObject = 1;       //Creates the histogram image                       histimg = Scalar::all(0);                       int binW = histimg.cols / bins;                       Mat buf(1, bins, CV_8UC3);                       for( int i = 0; i < bins; i++ )                           buf.at<Vec3b>(i) = Vec3b(saturate_cast<uchar>(i*180./bins), 255, 255);                       cvtColor(buf, buf, COLOR_HSV2BGR);                         for( int i = 0; i < bins; i++ )                       {                           int val = saturate_cast<int>(hist.at<float>(i)*histimg.rows/255);                           rectangle( histimg, Point(i*binW,histimg.rows),                                    Point((i+1)*binW,histimg.rows - val),                                      Scalar(buf.at<Vec3b>(i)), -1, 8 );                       }                  }                   calcBackProject(&hue, 1, 0, hist, backproj, &phranges);  //Calculate backproject with the histogram                  backproj &= mask;                //CamShift calculation, Termination criteria set to 10 iterations or move by less than 1 pt.                  RotatedRect trackBox = CamShift(backproj, trackWindow,                          TermCriteria( TermCriteria::EPS | TermCriteria::COUNT, 10, 1 ));                    if( trackWindow.area() <= 1 ) {                       int cols = backproj.cols, rows = backproj.rows, r = (MIN(cols, rows) + 5)/6;                       trackWindow = Rect(trackWindow.x - r, trackWindow.y - r,                                  trackWindow.x + r, trackWindow.y + r) & 

                                   Rect(0, 0, cols, rows);                  }     //If show backproj                  if( backprojMode )                       cvtColor( backproj, image, COLOR_GRAY2BGR );     //red ellipse of the trackbox                  ellipse( image, trackBox, Scalar(0,0,255), 3, LINE_AA );    if ( trackWithServos ) {      setPoint = Point(trackWindow.x + trackWindow.width/2, trackWindow.y + trackWindow.height/2);     PID();     circle( image, setPoint, 3, Scalar(255,0,0), -1, 8);    }              }                   else if( trackObject < 0 )               paused = false;            if( selectObject && selection.width > 0 && selection.height > 0 ) {               Mat roi(image, selection);                bitwise_not(roi, roi);  //Inverting roi          }           imshow( "CamShift", image );          imshow( "Histogram", histimg );    if(saveFrames) {    sprintf(frameName, "frame_%i.jpg", noFrames);    imwrite(frameName, image);    noFrames++;   }           char c = (char)waitKey(10);          if( c == 27 )               break;           switch(c) {   case 's':    saveFrames = true;    break;           case 'b':               backprojMode = !backprojMode;               break;          case 'c':               trackObject = 0;               histimg = Scalar::all(0);               break;          case 'h':               showHist = !showHist;               if( !showHist )                   destroyWindow( "Histogram" );               else                   namedWindow( "Histogram", 1 ); 
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              break;          default:               break;          }  }       return 0; }  void initialize() {   servo.turnOn();  trackWithServos = true;  backprojMode = false;  selectObject = false;  trackObject = 0;  showHist = true;   saveFrames = false;  noFrames = 0;   camshiftWidth = 320;  camshiftHeight = 200;   //CAMSHIFT VALUES  vmin = 10;  vmax = 256;  smin = 30;  bins = 18;   //PID VALUES  allowedError = 30;  float scaler = 0.1;  Kp = .4*scaler;  Kd = 0.15*scaler;  Ki = 0.00*scaler;  interg = Point(0, 0);  pidValue = Point(0, 0);  deriv = Point(0, 0);   screenOrigin = Point(camshiftWidth/2, camshiftHeight/2);   tilt = rot = 120;  servo.setTilt(tilt);  servo.setRotation(rot); }   //Controlls the values for the pid void PID() {  errorValue = setPoint - screenOrigin;  pValue = Kp * errorValue;  dValue = Kd * (errorValue - deriv);  deriv = errorValue;  interg += errorValue;  iValue = interg*Ki;  pidValue = pValue;    if (errorValue.x < allowedError && errorValue.x > -allowedError){   pidValue.x = 0;  }    if (errorValue.y < allowedError && errorValue.y > -allowedError){   pidValue.y = 0;  }   tilt += pidValue.y;  rot -= pidValue.x;  servo.setTilt(tilt);  servo.setRotation(rot); } 
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